the best.
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The Billy Price Band is scheduled to play in
Clarksburg, Saturday, July 23, on night two of

wanted to do in music, and the tradeoff has
worked pretty well for me.

the first Americana Music Weekend at the Uptown Events Center. Price (real name William

Spelsberg:
Describe the blues/soul/jazz
nexus inside what you do.
Price:
My greatest love has always been
American soul music, especially the music
that is recorded in the South, in places such

Pollack) and
h is
band
headline the
evening with
a
two-hour
show beginning
at
7:30pm.

as Memphis, Muscle Shoals (Alabama), Nash-

The
following comes
from a Ques-

West Virginia Jazz Society President:

tened to more and more jazz especially over
the past few years. I
hink the jazz influence in my music has come
in mostly by means of the many great horn
players whom I have worked with in my
bands.
Spelsberg: How do you assess and judge
the people with whom you work?
Price: I’ve worked with a wide range of per-

Spelsberg: How have you found a balance
between the artistic persona and the got-tomake-a-living personage?
Price: I was a full-time singer until I was 40.
I’m 66 now. When I got a masters from Carne-

sonalities in the bands I’ve been in but have
had relatively few interpersonal problems. I
try to create an environment in my bands
where people can be creative and can be recognized by audiences for their skills and tal-

gie Mellon University in professional writing, I
started working for a Carnegie Mellon research

ents. I also try not to impose too many of my
prejudices on other people unnecessarily.

institute as a technical writer and editor. I’ve

Generally speaking, if you show up to gigs on

had that job and other jobs related to communication since then, and now I’m working part

time and do your job, we are going to be fine.
Spelsberg: When you think back to the time

time, spending more of my time on music. I’ve

you sang with legendary guitarist, Roy Buckhannon, what do you think?

tion and Answer
interview
with
Price by Eric
Spelsberg,

found that working during the day hasn’t prevented me from doing most of the things I

ville, Houston, and Florida. I also love blues
and gospel, and some country music. I
wouldn’t call myself an expert in jazz by any
means, but I do appreciate it and have lis-

CONTINUED NEXT PAGE
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Sean Nowell & Kung Fu Masters in
Main St. Café & Music Hall

Price:
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Latin Jazz Messengers in
Kelly’s Irish Pub

Singing with Roy was a great experi-

Price: Yes, I think it is great and I am happy

ence for someone as young as I was at the
time. Roy was a veteran by then and had a kind
of jaundiced attitude toward the typical trappings of success and toward the sillier and more

to be part of it. I really prefer an eclectic mix
of music to events that impose some sort of
artificial stylistic consistency.
Spelsberg: How has the Internet impacted

trivial aspects of the music business. So I think

blues/ soul/ jazz artists and the way they

being with Roy reinforced for me early an ability
to distinguish what was really important from
what was superficial. What was important for
Roy, and I hope also for me, was musical crea-

market and move?
Price: People in the music business complain, with some justification, about the negative consequences of the Internet on musi-

tivity and expression, as well as the musical
traditions that we aligned with. The rest of it—
fame, recognition, accolades, that sort of
thing—is so largely determined by luck and
happenstance that it is better to direct your

cians, such as the death of the CD format,
decreased CD sales, low royalties from
streaming services, and so on. But on the
other hand, the Internet allows a niche artist
like me to find an international audience, and

passions and energies elsewhere.
Spelsberg:
What can people in Clarksburg

it has also enabled me, for example, to find a
collaborator in France, Fred Chapellier, with

expect from the Billy Price Band?
Price: They’ll be entertained, moved, grooved,
and delighted.

whom I have recorded, co-written songs, and
toured. My next tour with Fred is coming up
in September and October. So like most

Spelsberg:
Are you comfortable with the
Americana Music Weekend theme, and being

things, there are tradeoffs, and all we can do
as artists is to try to exploit the advantages

included under the "Americana" flag?

to the best of our ability.
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LENORE RAPHAEL Steinway pianist, Lenore Raphael,
and guitarist, Wayne Wilkinson, her partner on Raphael’s new CD, Strings Attached, enjoy worldwide reputations as premier masters of their instruments. When
they play together, the best of what they do comes out
during their live performances on tour.
Strings Attached was recorded at The Mezz in Colorado Springs, CO, where Raphael enjoys a loyal following at her sold out concerts.
Raphael and Wilkinson show why they are so popular with 7 delightful musical dialogues in under an hour.
VICTOR GOULD
Pianist and composer Victor Gould’s
first CD, Clockwork, serves up a mix of piano trio tunes amid
a nice mosaic of sextet arrangements, some of which have
strings and percussion enhancements.
It’s a bright and sunny collection featuring a dozen artists, several of whom are established names among the New
York City community of sidemen/women, including drummer, E.J. Stickland, and percussionist, Pedrito Martinez.
The title Clockwork suggests that varied instrumentation
can in fact yield great coherence. “It’s the very definition of
clockwork — the gears of a clock all working together to create something very intricate,” says Gould in a review by
David Adler in March 2016. Gould is a Los Angeles native.

MONIKA HERZIG

Dr. Monika Herzig’s latest project is
an all star CD titled Whole World In Her Hands features 11
artists, including some of the top woman jazz artists in...well,
the world. Included are flautist, Jamie Baum, and guitarist,
Leni Stern. Jane Bunnet’s soprano sax is wonderful throughout.
The notes booklet inside the CDs cover provides Herzig’s
life story (It’s a good one) as well as the detailed thoughts
behind each of the 12 songs, five written by Herzig.
For the first time, the West Virginia Jazz Society is given
credit as a “tour supporter”, which, of course, led to a booking on September 24 in Clarksburg. Buy CD, stay tuned.
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Duron Lev

Makenzie “Mack” Gage

Steve Himes

Kyle Andrews & Anita Thomas

